Wrap vinyl & Laminates

Graphic Commerce Ltd.

KPMF Premium Car Wrapping Films are a range of dual cast PVC films, specifically developed for
vehicle wrapping. These films are formulated using the latest advances in chemical and pigment technology to offer exceptional dimensional stability and long term durability. They range in thickness, from
3.3mil to 4.3mil, depending on the colour. These films are also removable, using heat and/or chemicals,
up to 3 years after installation from a range of substrates. These films have a life expectancy of 7 to 10
years in vertical applications. Color Card Available on request
application guide

75403 gloss
vengeance red

75405 gloss
indulgent blue

75407 gloss
envious green

75440 gloss
magnetic black

75441 gloss
excelsior blue

Magnets for
Vehicle Wraps
Extra Strong
for easy positioning
of vehicle graphics
during installation

9.00 each

75442 matte
viper green

75543 matte
java brown

75544 matte
trenton blue

75544 matte
russet red

75464 gloss
iridescent
purple-green

75465 gloss
iridescent
purple-black

75466 gloss
iridescent
purple-blue

75470 gloss
morpheus black

75479 gloss
copper-black
starlight

75540 matte
crystaline white

75552 matte
aurora pearl

75565 matte
iridescent
purple-black

75566 matte
iridescent
purple-blue

75571 matte
morpheus black

75584 matte
white-blue
pearlescent

Knifeless Tapes

1-24 yards

25 yards

39.00 yd.
49.00 yd.

34.00 yard
44.00 yard

Prices - all items are 60” wide
All colors above (except Iridescent, Pearlescent, & Starlight)
Iridescent , Pearlescent, & Starlight colors
p.2C

75551 matte
magnetic black

click here for
prices, info, & video
on knifeless tapes

Wrap vinyl & Laminates

Graphic Commerce Ltd.

K71000 Special Effect Laminates - 60” Width
These films represent a luxury and innovative over-laminate that transform any application with the creation of a sparkling starlight or pearlescent
appearance. These high quality 2mil cast over-laminating films have been specially developed for use in the vehicle wrap and digital imaging
industry to permanently enhance and protect the wrap or printed media. They offer a premium solution to over-laminating applications by using a
solvent based acrylic adhesive system.
application guide

Color Card Available on request
71301 gloss pink
starlight laminate

71302 gloss gold
starlight laminate

71303 gloss pacific
blue starlight lamin.

71304 gloss rainbow
starlight laminate

71306 gloss silver
starlight laminate

71307 gloss copper
starlight laminate

71311 gloss green
pearlescent laminate

PRICES
71401 matte pink
starlight laminate

71402 matte gold
starlight laminate

71403 matte pac.
starlight laminate

71312 gloss blue
pearlescent lam.

71313 gloss indigo
pearlescent lam.

All Colors

71314 gloss magenta

pearlescent lamin. 1-24 yards -39.00 yd

25 yards - 34.00 yd.

K80000 Hybrid Car Wrapping
KPMF Hybrid Wraps are superior quality soft Polymeric PVC films formulated by using the latest advances in PVC and pigment technology to offer exceptional
dimensional stability and excellent long-term durability. They are suitable for long term applications in outdoor and indoor environments, offering excellent
cutting and weeding properties. The combination of soft vinyl formulation and specific Airelease adhesive design offers excellent conformability and adhesion
which allows the film to be removed without leaving adhesive transfer. Typical applications include total vehicle cover, vehicle graphics, signs and decal
applications which require exterior exposure of 5 to 7 years. The material is designed to be removable, under controlled conditions, up to a period of three years.

Hybrid Pricing - all 60” wide
Color
88021 gloss
black

88011 gloss
white

89011 matte
white

89021 matte
black

CARBON FIBRE BLACK

89919 matte
anthracite

1-9 yds.

gloss black
gloss white
matte white
matte black
Anthracite

6 mil calendered vinyl film with a clear
re-positionable permanent acrylic
adhesive on an air-egress liner.

27.95 yd.
26.95 yd.
28.95 yd.
28.95 yd.
27.50 yd.

10 yds. 27+yds.
21.50 yd.
20.95 yd.
22.95 yd.
22.95 yd.
21.00 yd.

18.95 yd.
17.95 yd.
19.95 yd.
19.95 yd.
18.50 yd.

60” WIDTH
1-9 ft..
- 22.20 foot
10-49 ft. - 15.25 foot
50 ft.
- 11.85 foot

GLOSS WHITE WRAP & CLEAR LAMINATES

WRAPS

230

AutoMark
2.4 mil - Gloss White Conformable Wrap Vinyl - 7yr

Grey Permanent Adhesive (Rem. Up To
1yr) 90# Airegress Liner (AE)
231

AutoMark
2.4 mil - Gloss Clear UV Wrap Laminate

Clear Permanent Adhesive
53# Liner
240

AutoMark
2.4 mil - Matte Clear UV Wrap Laminate

Clear Permanent Adhesive
53# Liner

230-54
230-60

54"x150' 568.00
60"x150' 630.00

.84
.84

231-54
231-60

54"x150' 373.00
60"x150' 414.00

.55
.55

240-54
240-60

54"x150' 373.00
60"x150' 414.00

.55
.55
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